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Abstract
We present Tangram, a programming system for writing performanceportable programs. The language enables programmers to write
computation and composition codelets, supported by tuning knobs
and primitives for expressing data parallelism and work decomposition. The compiler and runtime use a set of techniques such
as hierarchical composition, coarsening, data placement, tuning,
and runtime selection based on input characteristics and microprofiling. The resulting performance is competitive with optimized
vendor libraries.

1.

Introduction

With heterogeneity becoming ubiquitous in modern computing
systems, performance-portability has become a growing concern.
Ideally, programs would achieve high performance on different
devices and device generations without software re-development.
However, portability requires architecture-neutral program representation while performance requires architecture-specific customization and tuning. These two conflicting goals that make the
ideal of performance portability challenging.
Architecture types and generations differ in many ways that
make optimizations non-portable. These differences include: granularity of parallelism, hierarchical organization of hardware, memory system features, resource size and abundance, and others. Various techniques have been proposed to tackle these differences.
Overexpressing parallelism in data-parallel workloads allows compilers to coarsen work according to the granularity of parallelism
in the device [5, 7, 11]. Nested parallelism with algorithmic choice
and recursive composition rules [3, 6] adapts programs to devices
with different hierarchies. Automatic data placement [1, 4] assigns
data structures to suitable memories based on memory system features. Autotuning [2, 10, 12] selects optimal execution parameters
that match hardware resource constraints.
We present Tangram, a programming framework that integrates
many of these techniques into a single system and manages interactions between them. Tangram programs express computation in
terms of interchangeable, composable, and tunable building blocks
called codelets. The language supports expressing computations
and composition rules interchangeably, supplies primitives for ex-
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pressing data parallelism and work decomposition, and provides
syntax for creating tuning knobs. The compiler composes kernels
based on the device hierarchy and performs automatic data placement and tuning, pruning the design space throughout to minimize
compilation time and the final number of candidates. The runtime
further prunes candidates based on properties of the input data and
low-overhead profiling to select a final candidate.

2.

System Overview

2.1

Language

The Tangram language is built around spectrums and codelets.
A spectrum represents a unique computation, while a codelet is
a code fragment that implements that computation. A spectrum
can have multiple codelets all having the same name and function
signature, but different implementations. Qualifiers are used to
mark spectrums and codelets in code.
Codelets are atomic if they are self contained, and compound
if they compose/decompose work and invoke spectrums. Atomic
codelets can be scalar or vector. Scalar codelets are oblivious to
other parallel workers, while vector codelets can communicate and
synchronize with other workers in the same vector. Compound
codelets use built-in primitives to express data parallelism and work
decomposition. All codelets use built-in containers to facillitate
compiler analysis of memory accesses. Qualifiers are used to specify tunable parameters in code.
A detailed list of Tangram’s qualifiers, primitives, and built-in
containers as well as a full example can be found in [8].
2.2

Compiler

Figure 1 shows the overall workflow of Tangram’s compiler and
runtime. For a given spectrum, the compiler composes codelets in
different combinations to produce multiple candidate ASTs, pruning bad combinations along the way. For each AST, the compiler
makes data-placement decisions for each data structure and selects
values for each tunable variable. This phase also results in multiple
combinations of decisions which are pruned. The final result is a
set of candidate kernels which are passed to the runtime.
Composition involves choosing the compound codelet to perform the work decomposition at each level of hierarchy in the device except the lowest, then for each level choosing the atomic
codelet to perform the computation. Compound codelets are chosen according to the decompositions that expose the most parallelism, have the best locality, and provide the greatest tuning freedom. For atomic codelets, scalar or vector codelets are selected
based on availability of vectorization at the level. At each decision
point, multiple codelets can be selected which captures algorithmic
choice, and results in multiple output ASTs.
The candidate ASTs are traversed to generate the final candidate kernels. A data placement decision is made for each container
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Figure 1: Tangram workflow
in the AST. A rule-based [1] data placement scheme is used, but
the framework can also support a model-based [4] scheme. A tuning decision is also made for each tunable variable in the AST.
Tunable variables are usually vector widths or container partition
sizes which eventually specializes into traditionally tuned parameters (tile size, work-group size, coarsening factor, etc.). Tuning
variables are assigned based on a performance model which considers hardware vector width, cache/scratchpad size, occupancy constraints, etc. Different combinations of decisions result in multiple
candidate kernels which are finally passed to the runtime.
2.3

Runtime

Two actions are performed at runtime to select the final candidate:
input adaptation and profiling.
Input adaptation refers to selecting between kernels based on
properties of the input known at runtime. For example, deciding
between a kernel that places data in scratchpad memory and one
that doesn’t can be done based on whether the size of the input is
small enough. This is carried out via decision trees generated by
the compiler.
Profiling is performed via a novel technique called Simultaneous Productive Micro-Profiling (SPMP). SPMP runs candidate kernels in parallel each on part of the device (hence, simultaneous).
Each kernel executes on a small portion of the input (hence, micro)
and its result contributes to the final output (hence, productive). The
performance of each partial kernel execution is evaluated and the
best kernel is picked to finish the job. This technique is described
in detail in [9].

3.

Results

Clang was modified to support parsing Tangram qualifiers,
while containers and primitives were parsed as C++ template
classes/functions. Kernels were generated in C, OpenMP, and
CUDA and compiled with the ICC 15.0.2, OpenMP 4.0, and
CUDA 7.0 respectively. The evaluation platforms are an i7-3820
Sandy Bridge CPU, a C2050 Fermi GPU, and a K20c Kepler GPU.
Five applications were implemented in Tangram: scan, spmv,
dgemm, kmeans, and bfs. The references compared to are Thrust 1.9
for scan, MKL 11.2.2 and CUBLAS/CUSPARSE 7.0 for spmv
(CSR) and dgemm, and Rodinia 3.0 [13] for kmeans and bfs.
The results are shown in Figure 2. Tangram’s scan significantly
outperforms the reference, benefitting particularly from Tangram’s
ability to fuse map iterators during composition. Even with fusion
disabled (not shown in figure), it is still at least 50% faster due to
better tuning. Tangram’s spmv performs within 10% of all refer-

ence implementations. It succeeds at prefetching data during data
placement which is key for good performance in this app. Tangram’s dgemm performs within 30% of all reference implementations. This benchmark is bound by instruction throughput and references write assembly which is hard to compete with. Tangram’s
kmeans significantly outperforms the reference, mainly due to finding a better loop ordering for locality. Tangram’s bfs performs
within 10% of all reference implementations. It chooses to parallelize both vertex status checking and edge index fetching whereas
the reference serializes the latter.
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